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LIFE STORIES

Memories are History
After a function at the Swiss Club the other night,

Hans Buess stayed at myplace, and over breakfast we

got talking, and that's what he told me'-

"I grew up in the Tafeljura of rural Baselland. My
parents were farming like most people in our small
village. We owned seven acres of land, plus we were
entitled to use sixteen ares (l are 100 sqm) of
communal land as we were citizens and had a house with a
stove ("Haus und Herd").

Until the beginning of the Second World War we
had three cows and grew wheat, potatoes and vegetables

for our own use. We also had many fruit trees,
cherries, apples, pears and plums. We only sold the
cherries; the rest was for our own usA We made also
apple juice and cider, preserved fruit and dried a lot.

We grew our own wheat. When it was ripe, we cut it
by scythe, and we tied an armful with a sheaf rope.
You stand three sheaves upright and cover them with
a fourth as a roof, so the rain will run off. Sometimes
the wheat took a long time to dry, and sometimes it
never quite got dry. We brought it home with a cart,
drawn by one of our cows. We always used the same
cow for the cart; if it was a heavy load, we'd use two
cows.

At home we pulled the sheaves up to the second
level over the barn. At ground level were the cows.
Above them, on level one, was their hay. Above the
hay, on level two, was the wheat. There the sheaves
stayed till winter. Then we'd arrange for the thrashing
machine to come round to our place. We'd lower the
sheaves again and have our wheat thrashed. The grain
would go into bags. We stored the bags of wheat two
storeys up. The straw was used for the cows to lie on.
The thrashing would take a whole day, and it was
noisy and dusty.

Each month the miller came and brought us a bag
of flour, and we gave him a bag of grain. Next month
he'd come back with that bag of wheat ground, and we
exchanged it for the next bag of wheat. Mother baked
bread once a week, usually about 10 big loaves. The
first couple of days the bread was wonderful, so crisp
and fresh, you couldn't get enough of it. Towards the
end of the week a loaf lasted much longer. Sometimes
it tasted almost sour. The last bits ended up with the
pigs; they didn't mind.

We also had hens for eggs and kept a pig, which
gave us meat for the whole year! some was preserved,
but most was pickled and smoked. What a delight it
was to open the smoke chamber and cut a slice of
bacon when we were hungry! Bread was always available,

and fresh apples were in the cellar and dried fruit
in a big chest in the attic. We did not have much
money, but we never went hungry." tb

(To be continued in the next issue ofHelvetia)
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EMBASSY OF SWITZERLAND

The following position at the Embassy will be vacant:

Assistant to the consular section (50 %)

• Administer the Embassy's filing system
• Registration of Swiss Citizens

• Transmission of Birth, Marriage and Divorce
documents to Switzerland

• Answer tourist and general enquiries about Switzerland
• Variety of tasks within the Embassy

The appointee should have secretarial experience; apart from
English, very good German or French language; word
processing and good communication ability; be a motivated team
member and enjoy learning new skills.

Full training provided.

Please send your application with CV, qualifications and
references to:

Embassy of Switzerland
PO Box 25004
22 Panama Street

Wellington

IROX/ the Swiss weather station brand

IROX 'Helvet-X'
Clock, alarm clock, weather forecast
and indoor temperature in a cool red cube!

$69.00
incl. delivery!

(RRP $79.00

I IROX HBR653
Barometer, weather forecast $149.00
indoor/outdoor temp. /nc/ deljvery!
!emp alarm (RRP $189.00)

www.weatherstation.co.nz
pbone Carlo 09 435 31 33

SAXON 10x25L Deluxe
Fully multi coated optics, waterproof, fog proof.

Very clear image, very versatile binos.

$200.00
incl. Delivery! SAXON 705AZ3
(RRP $245.00) great for land viewing!

fully multicoated objective
refractor, alt-azimuth mount

$495.
incl. Delivery!
(RRP $595.00)

www.telescopes.net.nz
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